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Self-consistent equations [Kohn-Sham, 1965]

It is as simple as a Mean-field approach but it is exact !

is not known exactly → approximations



Kohn-Sham eigenvalues

The eigenvalues are Lagrange multipliers of the auxiliary
unphysical system.
No formal justification to give them a physical meaning.

Except for the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
in a finite system for which

         

                exactly for the exact functional !

The proof relies on the way the charge density decays as 
one moves away from a finite system.



Photoemission experiment

Energy conservation:     before                    after



Inverse Photoemission experiment

Energy conservation:     before                    after



Janak's theorem                    J.F. Janak PRB 18,7165 (1978)

The theory can be extended to partial occupations

It can be shown that



p.1441





Derivative Discontinuity of the Energy Functional
                                JP Perdew, RG Parr, M Levy, JL Balduz, PRL 49,1691 (1982)

The theory can be extended to systems with a fractional 
number of electrons in contact with a reservoir.

The energy as a function of the number of electrons in
a finite system is piece-wise linear .
 
The corresponding slope equals the IP or the EA depending
on whether             or                with 

As the number of electrons in the system crosses an 
integer value the (xc) potential experiences a jump.



Kohn-Sham gap problem ?

The eigenvalues are Lagrange multipliers of the auxiliary
unphysical system.
No formal justification to give them a physical meaning.

Still it's common practice to analyze the band structure 
of a system and compare it with the experimental results 
obtained from photoemission and inverse photoemission 
experiments... with generally favorable agreement but a 
systematic underestimation of the fundamental energy gap.

Is this an LDA problem ...
or a  DFT feature ?



Kohn-Sham gap problem ?



Kohn-Sham gap problem ? … and/or HF gap problem ?





JB Krieger, Y Li & GJ Iafrate, in
Density Functional Theory, Plenum press, 1995
EKU Gross and RM Drezler Eds



JP Perdew 
“What do the Kohn-Sham orbital 
energies mean ? How do atoms 
Dissociate ?”  p. 265  in
Density Functional Methods in 
Physics, NATO ASI series 123 
                                          (1983)
RM Dreizler & J da Providenza Eds.



Adiabatic approximation

Independent electrons in an effective potential

Hartree–Fock

Density Functional Theory

MBPT - GW



MBPT                                                     GW approximation 
                                              p. 796

L. Hedin,    S. Lundqvist, Solid State Phys. 23 (1969) 1.



The Green's Function

The Green's function is the propagation amplitude for
         an added electron or an added hole



The Green's Function



   - EA s

- IP s

The Green's Function



What is W ?



Hedin's coupled equations

In the Hartree-Fock approximation we have

Where H0 is the hamiltonian including Hartree pot. and

from

we get

More in general we can write



Hedin's coupled equations



Hedin's coupled equations

self-energy

Dyson equation

vertex correction

polarizability

screened Coulomb  interaction



Hedin's coupled equations

Dyson equation

self-energy

vertex correction

polarizability

screened Coulomb  interaction



Hedin's coupled equations

Dyson equation

self-energy

vertex correction

polarizability

screened Coulomb  interaction



Hedin's coupled equations

Dyson equation

self-energy

vertex correction

polarizability

screened Coulomb  interaction



p.2415

p.3876



The exact Vxc is very similar to LDA Vxc.                            
                 RW Godby, M Schlueter, and  LJ Sham PRL 56,  2415 (1986)



p.5390

p.10159



GW improves the description of energy gaps

       RW Godby, M Schlueter, & LJ Sham   PRL 56, 2415 (1986)
       MS Hybertsen  & SG Louie                PRB 34, 5390 (1986)
       …          



    GW recap    



Beyond single particle excitation



Beyond single particle excitation



Beyond single particle excitation





THE END
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